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TOWN OF MAYFIELD COMPREHENSIVE PLAN COMMITTEE 

FEBRUARY 5, 2013 

6:30 P.M. 

 

MINUTES 

 

PRESENT: 

 

VINCE COLETTI, MEMBER, COMPREHENSIVE PLAN COMMITTEE 

JAMES COWNIE, MEMBER, COMPREHENSIVE PLAN COMMITTEE 

ROBERT PHILLIPS, MEMBER, COMPREHENSIVE PLAN COMMITTEE  

JACK PUTMAN, MEMBER, COMPREHENSIVE PLAN COMMITTEE 

MARILYN SALVIONE, MEMBER, COMPREHENSIVE PLAN COMMITTEE 

DAVID SAMMONS, MEMBER, COMPREHENSIVE PLAN COMMITTEE 

RICK SIMMONS, MEMBER, COMPREHENSIVE PLAN COMMITTEE 

MICHAEL STEWART, MEMBER, COMPREHENSIVE PLAN COMMITTEE 

 

SCOTT HENZE, PLANNER, FULTON COUNTY PLANNING DEPARTMENT 

JAMES E. MRAZ, DIRECTOR, FULTON COUNTY PLANNING DEPARTMENT 

 

TOWN BOARD: 2 

PUBLIC: 44 

PRESS: AMSTERDAM RECORDER/SACANDAGA EXPRESS, LEADER HERALD 

TOTAL IN ATTENDANCE: 54 

 

 

I. PUBLIC HEARING: 

 
      
A. Introduction 

 
Marilyn Salvione opened the public hearing at 6:30 pm and provided the following opening statement: 

 

Thank you for coming out tonight to this public hearing on the draft Town of Mayfield Comprehensive 

Plan. 

 

(Introduction of Committee Members and Fulton County Planning Department staff). 

 

In 2011, the Town Board appointed a Comprehensive Plan Committee to draft an update to the Town's 

existing 2001 Comprehensive Plan.  The Town Board then requested the services of the Fulton County 

Planning Department to assist the Committee.  Since that time, the Committee has met eighteen (18) 

times to formulate the draft Plan.    

 

What is a Comprehensive Plan?  Simply put, it is a vision of where a community wants to be and look 

like 20 years from now.  Does it commit the Town Board to do anything in the Plan?  No.  Does it 

obligate the Town Board to spend money on anything in the Plan?  No.  Is the Comprehensive Plan a 

Zoning Law?  No.  Is the proposed Land Use Plan a Zoning Map?  No.  The Plan is a vision.  In New 

York State, municipalities are required to have their Zoning Ordinances based upon a current 

Comprehensive Plan.  Municipalities, like the Town of Mayfield, that have zoning are supposed to keep 
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their Comprehensive Plans updated and make sure their Zoning Ordinance is based upon the vision 

contained in the Comprehensive Plan.   

  

New York State’s Town Law requires the Comprehensive Plan Committee to hold at least one (1) Public 

Hearing.  The Committee has elected to hold two (2) Public Hearings.  The first Public Hearing was held 

on November 8, 2011.  Tonight will be the second.   All comments made during tonight's Public Hearing 

will be reviewed by the Committee and will be included within the Public Comment chapter of the 

Comprehensive Plan. 

 

Upon completion of this Public Hearing, the Committee will finalize its work on the draft 

Comprehensive Plan.  Once the Committee completes its work, it will recommend the draft Plan to the 

Town Board. 

 

Once the Town Board receives the draft Plan, Town Law requires the Board to complete three (3) tasks 

before it can consider acting on the Comprehensive Plan: 

 

1. Refer the Plan to the County Planning Board to conduct a Section 239-m review under General 

Municipal Law. 

2. Complete the NYS Environmental Quality Review (SEQR) process. 

3. Conduct its own Public Hearing. 

 

Once it completes these three (3) tasks, the Town Board can then take 1 of 3 actions: 

 

1. Adopt the draft Plan as submitted by the Committee. 

2. Adopt the Plan with modifications. 

3. Reject the Plan. 

 

If you wish to speak tonight, please fill out the speaker sign-up sheet that is being passed around. In 

addition, if you prefer to submit your comments in writing, please take one of the Public Hearing 

Comment sheets that are available, add your comments and input and leave it with the Committee. 

 

The purpose of tonight’s hearing is to receive public input on the proposed Comprehensive Plan.  The 

hearing will not be a debate about any part of the Comprehensive Plan. This is a hearing to hear your 

comments and input.  If you wish to speak and provide comments on the Draft Plan, please stand, state 

your name and then present your comments. 

 

The Committee will answer your questions this evening. 

 

B. Public Comments: 

 

Speaker #1: Lee Hollenbeck, representing the Fulton County Farm Bureau: 

 

 Plan is confusing. 

 I understand what you are doing regarding the Comprehensive Plan and building for the future 

and that you need to keep the Comprehensive Plan updated.  

 The Town Hall will need a significant amount of grant money to do the same outline within the 

Plan.  

 The only agricultural use proposed in the plan is residential agriculture. 

 The definition of recreation is limited and does not include agriculture. 
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 The proposed recreation use does not identify agriculture as an allowed use. 

 The Farm Bureau is concerned about what the next step will entail leading to a zoning ordinance 

and how it will be based upon the Land Use Plan.  

 Do not forget about agriculture! 

 Do not put permissive use language into zoning.  

 There are only five (5) references to residential agriculture in the document.  

 The proposed Business Zone does not include agriculture. Agriculture is a business! 

 Agricultural ruse within the business zone to include agricultural businesses.  

 If there are changes, or when there are changes are made to the draft Comprehensive Plan, the 

Committee should hold another public hearing. 

 

Speaker #2: Bill Close 

 

 Change the color of the map for recreation from blue to agricultural color orange.  

 The map is too selective. Why are some being changed and not others? 

 Agricultural land needs to be zoned agricultural.  

 Why are some changes made to agricultural areas and not others.  

 I feel slandered by the document.  

 Why is the blue strip of land (Close farm) on the map, change the color from blue (Recreation) to 

orange(Agriculture). 

 The changes being proposed will have financial impacts on the property owners. 

 Anything less than being identified as agriculture is motivating a use for something other than 

Agriculture. It is a slippery-slope. I know how it works.  

 There are some good ideas within the plan. I like the identification of bad intersections on NYS 

roads. However, they are NYS roads. Where is NYS DOT? 

 

Jim Mraz Provided the Following Comments: 

 

 The Committee felt strongly that there are certain intersections in the Town that have safety 

issues that should be addressed. It was felt that these should be identified and included in the 

plan.  

 The Committee felt that by identifying these safety issues within the Comprehensive Plan, it 

would better encourage NYS DOT to address these issues. This is why they are within the 

Comprehensive Plan.  

 

Speaker #3: Jon Close 

 

 The Close Farm was established in the 1850's. 

 In 1910, the State decided to build the Great Sacandaga Lake (Reservoir).  

 In 1930, the dam was completed and many areas were then flooded to create the Reservoir. New 

York State took the Close land by eminent domain. The Close family was told that they would 

never have to buy a beach permit. New York State lied because the Close Farm still has to buy a 

beach permit.   

 In 2000, the Town of Mayfield starting a zoning process. I do understand why the process was 

started. But now in 2013, my land had been changed to recreational.  

 If  permissive use is allowed within the Comprehensive Plan, then the ability to farm the land 

would be dead.  I cannot sell my land as a farm.  

 When I am gone, I cannot sell my land to anyone else to use as a farm.  
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 If my land is proposed as recreation, there is no market for farm produce.  

 My land should be primarily agriculture with secondary recreational uses. 

 The map is too selective.  

 No farms, no food.  

 We need farmers, do not zone me out.  

 All of these changes come down to money.  

 The Town is honing in on the lake for tourism.  

 I am trying to milk cows. 

 The Town is trying to milk the tourists for money.  

 Tourism, tourism, tourism.  

 I have people stop to view the farm, smell the manure and take pictures.  

 The Committee should change my land back to agriculture from recreation.  

 Why implement a public boat launch?  There are several marinas in the Town of Mayfield. Why 

compete with them and take money from them?  

 The plan identifies an RV park.  There is no mention of Sunset Bay Recreational Vehicle Park. 

The Sunset Bay Recreational Vehicle Park accepts RV’s and is looking for business.  

 The Plan identifies merging the Northville, Mayfield and Broadalbin-Perth Schools down the 

road. The Plan also identifies that Mayfield has an aging population and is in need of senior 

citizen housing. If these schools merge, the Mayfield School should be left empty.  The school 

could then be converted to senior citizen housing and/or a tourism center.  

 

Mike Stewart Provided the Following Comments: 

 

 Mike Stewart stated that there is no mention of permissive use in the Plan.  The perception is that 

the Land Use Map is a Zoning Map which it is not. 

 The Committee realized upfront in the process that portions of Fulton County Agricultural 

District No. 1 are located in the Town.  The Committee may need to do a better job identifying 

agriculture in the plan.   

 The Lands in the Agricultural District are to be used as agricultural and the Town cannot zone it 

out.   

 

Bob Phillips  Provided the Following Comments: 

 

 The idea of having a boat launch at the Town Beach was not to compete with the marinas.  

 During the summer months, many of the marinas are full or at max capacity.  

 This area has many bass fishing tournaments, I believe twenty (20) on the Great Sacandaga 

Lake.  

 The Existing marinas in the Town of Mayfield cannot accommodate the number of bass boats 

that attend these tournaments. As a result many fishermen have to travel north to other boat 

launching sites.  

 The idea of having the public boat launch would be to have those tournament fishermen stop and 

spend money in the Town of Mayfield rather than continuing north.  

 There are not enough accommodations for the anglers in the area so the idea of a hotel along 

Route 30 was envisioned. It would allow anglers to not have to use hotels in Gloversville and 

Johnstown or use places farther north. We want the anglers do not have to use to stop and spend 

their money in the Town. 
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Speaker #4: Doug Bradt 

 

 Is it true that the Close property is proposed to be a golf course and conference center? Why is 

this your vision?  

 Why did the paper say that the Close property is proposed to be a hotel and golf course? 

      This may not be Mr. Close’s vision. 

 I never received the survey.  

 When Governor Cuomo came out with the gun law, his approval ratings dropped 12 points.  

They may not take our guns now but they will take them later. This is the same issue with the 

Comprehensive Plan. 

 It is no good now, so why are you doing it?  

 

Bob Phillips Provided the Following Comments: 

 

 This plan is a vision. The Committee looked at the Close property and had a vision for the area to 

possibility include future recreational development on it.  

 This Plan is just a suggestion only.  

 

Speaker #5: Aaron Howland (Provided 4 page handout to Committee Members).  

 

 I am confused as to how you cannot say that this Land Use Plan is not a zoning map.  

 I am a victim from the last zoning ordinance. I built a body shop on my property before the 

zoning was enacted and currently I have a legal non-conforming use. If my building were to burn 

down, I would not be able to rebuild without getting the approval of the Town's Zoning Board of 

Appeals. 

 My property was commercial back in the 1970’s.  

 I went to the Tax Maps  and the maps show a residential area but there are commercial uses in 

them. Even though in a residential area they are still considered commercial.  Why am I 

different?  

 What assurance will I have to be able to continue my commercial operation on my property?  

 

Mike Stewart Provided the Following Comments: 

 

 Aaron and I have spoken. I understand why you would want to be in the commercial mixed-use 

district.  I am sure the Committee will look at your property and discuss it.  

 

Speaker #6: Tony Close  

 

 The orange on the map is agriculture and you have selectively changed agricultural properties to 

blue (Recreation).  
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Speaker #7: Deb Perham 

 

 We own the property along School Street that you have proposed as recreation. This is too 

selective.   

 Why is Ron Schur in the mixed use area and we are not? 

 If the land along School Street is proposed as recreation, we cannot develop lots?  

 I would like to know whether or not we can build a house in the recreation zone?  

 If lots are sold, can they build on them within the recreational zones? 

 Providing buildable lots along School Street is what will bring in money.  

 Why are you prohibiting growth? 

 Recreation areas allow snowmobile use. I do not want snowmobiles going over on my property.  

 I do not believe that anyone is going to pay a million dollars for a cross country ski site. Look 

outside, we do not have snow anymore.  

 This is a beautiful site and should remain open.  

 I understand the process of the Comprehensive Plan. I was a former Town Board member and  

am concerned what the next step will be.  

 I suggest changing recreation to residential/agricultural/recreation.  

 The Town Beach area has room for a boat launch. We looked at that in the last plan. 

 I do not believe that a hotel would prosper in the Town, it would be feast or famine and I do not 

believe anyone would invest in a hotel.  

 What exactly is a Mixed Use Area? It needs to be defined. 

 

Mike Stewart Provided the Following Comments: 

 

 Nobody can use the land for snowmobile trails unless the property owner allows this as it is 

private property.  

 

Marilyn Salvione Provided the Following Comments: 

 

 Do not take this land use map as a zoning map. Maybe Jim Mraz can speak to this. 

 

Jim Mraz Provided the Following Comments: 

 

 If and when this Comprehensive Plan is adopted by the Town Board, the next step will be for the 

Town Board to start the process to update the Town's Zoning Ordinance. 

 The Town Board would either appoint the Town Planning Board or a special committee to draft 

proposed changes to the Zoning Ordinance.  

 The new Comprehensive Plan would be used to determine what allowed uses that would be 

incorporated within the proposed district. Those areas identified on the Land Use Plan as 

Residential could be broken up into several Residential Zoning Districts with different uses 

allowed in each zone. The details would be worked out during the process to update the Town's 

Zoning Ordinance. 
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Speaker #8: Willard Stewart 

 

 This is still a draft, correct? Can the recreation area be changed at this point to add other uses in 

the recreation like residential? 

 The Committee needs to add more uses within the descriptions.  

 I understand that recreation is important to the Town, but can there be additions to each land use? 

 I know that we need more people in the Town to increase the tax base.  

 I would like to be able to subdivide my property for residential uses. Can I do this within the 

Recreational district?  

 It is simple. Change the terminology and uses within the descriptions allowing agriculture.  

 I recommend that the agricultural properties be left as agricultural but add recreation uses within 

it. If you were to do that, the next time you would only have one person here, the guy that has the 

issue with his commercial establishment. 

 I would like to see another draft before the Committee votes on the document.  

 What is the next step in the process? 

 

Jim Mraz Provided the Following Comments: 

 

 The next step in the process will be for the Committee to review all of the comments made 

tonight and decide, based upon the comments, what changes they want to make to the draft Plan.   

 The Committee can determine whether or not it would like to hold another public hearing. 

However they have fulfilled their legal obligations.  

 The next draft will be put on the Town’s website as it has been on all along.  

 

Speaker #9: Dave Close  

 

 Has anyone thought on this Committee what viability is? Has there been any consideration from 

the Committee how these changes to peoples land will affect them? 

 If this Comprehensive Plan is to keep the Town viable, has the Committee thought about how the 

changes will impact those property owners?  

 In 2032, farmers will have to produce 1.5 times the current (production) rate for agricultural 

products. By 2050, farmers will have to double (2x) their current (production) rate for 

agricultural products to feed the country.  

 

Bob Phillips Provided the Following Comments: 

 

 The Committee looked at a lot of things and all agricultural areas will continue to be agricultural.   

 The Plan is not going to change anything tomorrow. It is a vision for the future.  

 

Marilyn Salvione Provided the Following Comments: 

 

 The Committee discussed several ideas throughout the process and I understand that some of the 

language of viable agricultural land may sound confusing. The Committee will address this 

language.  
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Speaker #10: Shane Hart 

 

 I have lived here for 25 years. I do not want more people coming from New Jersey and living 

here. I do not want more people here. 

 I feel that the Town of Mayfield is like a big family. I like the current feel of the Town.  

 

Speaker #11: Bill Perham  

 

 It is always easier to pull uses out of agriculture. 

 I do not understand the benefit of just being recreational and not allowing agricultural uses on 

existing agricultural land.  

 

Jim Mraz Provided the Following Comments: 

 

 I think that it is clear to myself and this Committee that there is a need to change certain areas 

shown as Recreation and be clearer in the descriptions.  

 The Committee will address the agricultural issues. The message is clear by the comments made 

tonight. There needs to be clarification made as to the intent of agriculture and recreation areas. 

 

Speaker #12 : Clarissa Putman:  

 

 I did not know about the surveys. 

 Based upon the information in the Comprehensive Plan, there are roughly 6300 residents in the 

Town and only 180 responded to the survey. That is only 3% of the Town. I do not believe that 

this is a broad enough base.  

 Ninety percent (90%) of the responses received on the surveys were from the 65+ age group or 

high school students. The survey lacks responses from the actual working age group trying to 

make a living.  

 How aggressively were the surveys released?  

 I cannot do suburbia, I like the farms around me. When I come back to Mayfield, I am home.  

 The word Finch Pruyn is spelled wrong.  There is a typo in some of the chapters identifying the 

Mayfield School as Mayfield Highway School.  

 

Marilyn Salvione Provided the Following Comments: 

 

 The Comprehensive Plan surveys were identified in press releases and distributed into residents' 

newspaper box's.  

 Copies of the survey were available at several businesses for residents to pick up and fill out.  

 The survey was announced on the radio.  

 The Committee did the best they could to try and get people to fill out the survey.  

 

Mike Stewart Provided the Following Comments: 

 

 The survey was also posted on the Town’s website which is www.mayfieldny.org.  
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Speaker #13: Kathleen Close  

 

 I want agriculture to stay in the Town.  

 My vision is to still be able to use the farm as we have for generations.  

 I go to school for agriculture and would like to continue to work in agriculture.  

 I was born and raised on a commercial dairy farm.  There is nothing like seeing a sick calf and 

know that you are the one that is helping it to get better by yourself.  

 Farming is in your blood and it becomes part of you.  

 I understand that this plan is a vision but agriculture must be in the plan.  

 

Speaker #14: Carol Hart  

 

 This Committee is made up of volunteers that are here faithfully every month and I know this 

because I am the facility use person for this building.  

 This Committee has put in a lot of work on this Comprehensive Plan.  

 It is terrific that all of you have come out to make your comments.  

 I would like to personally thank all of the committee members for their work.  

 

Speaker #15: Laurie Close 

 

 If I’m not mistaken, farmers are the ones that feed the people.  

 Farmers work long days and many of them have outside jobs both husbands and wives.  

 I like the food that we grow on the farm and the meat that we get. 

 The produce imported from China have chemicals on them. These chemicals have been banned 

for use in the United States. 

 Price Chopper buys produce from countries that use these chemicals banned in the United States.  

 We have people that come to the Town of Mayfield just to see our farm.  

 

Speaker #16: Jerry Moore 

 

 The Town of Mayfield has a zoning ordinance that works.  

 I thought that the Town Board looked for the Comprehensive Plan to be simple a simple update 

but it looks to me that this is a massive re-write.  

 I recommend that the Town Board can the entire document.  

 

Speaker #17: Peter Close  

 

 If the Committee thinks that a hotel is a good idea, then guarantee a loan for someone who wants 

to build a hotel. 

 

The Public Hearing closed at 7:55 P.M. 
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II. Summary of Issues 

 

Based upon the comments made during the Public Hearing, the following is a summary of the  of 

specific and general issues identified. 

 

A. Specific Issues: 

 

 

1. Change all proposed Recreation areas to Agricultural and allow secondary recreational 

uses within it. 

2. Allow Residential Uses in the proposed Recreation areas. 

3. Expand each Land Use description to identify a greater number of proposed Land Uses to 

better clarify the vision for the particular Land Use area. 

4. Create a second proposed Agricultural Land Use area. 

5. Include Agriculture within the proposed Business Land Use. 

6. Identify the Fulton County Agricultural No. 1 District in the draft plan. 

7. Do not include permissive use language in the Comprehensive Plan. 

8. A public boat launch may compete with the private marinas 

9. Identify the existing RV park at Sunset Bay Recreational Vehicle Park in the Plan 

10. Change Aaron Howland's commercial property from the proposed Residential to Mixed 

Use. 

11. Use the Mayfield School for Sr. Housing/Tourism Center if the Mayfield, Northville and 

Broadalbin-Perth school's were to merge. 

12. The survey released did not obtain a broad enough response. 

13. The Committee should hold another Public Hearing prior to forwarding the Plan to the 

Town Board. 

 

 

 

 B. General Issues: 

 

1. Modify the Plan to better recognize the extent of Agriculture in the Town 

2. Clarify what the proposed Comprehensive Plan and Land Use Plan is and what it is not. 

3. The draft Comprehensive Plan is too selective and is prohibiting residential growth. 

4. The proposed Land Use Plan negatively affects the viability of certain properties. 

 


